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EASTER TRADITIONS IN 
ALSACE 
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Alsace is the Germanic region of 
France. 

It is a region lying on the west bank of 
the river Rhine, between the Rhine 
and the Vosges mountains.

Alsace is a region in north-
eastern France that borders 
Switzerland and Germany.

Alsace
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Alsace is a wonderful blend of French and German culture.
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Why does Alsace has German culture?

After the humiliating defeat of France in 1870 against 
Germany, Alsace became German territory.

Alsace remained German until the end of the First 
World War in 1918.

The traces of this German period are always still 
present in Alsace.

- La petite Venise (Colmar)
- La petite France (Strasbourg)
- St Paul church (Strasbourg)
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COLMAR
Colmar is the heart of the 
Alsace wine making industry.

STRASBOURG
It has mirrored the changing 
fortunes of France and Alsace 
for hundreds of years.

OBERNAI
The town of Obernai is another
photogenic and popular stop.

RIQUEWIHR
RIBEAUVILLE
KAYSERSBERG
ROSHEIM
EGUISHEIM
DAMBACH-LA-VILLE
KINTZHEIM
BERGHEIM

Fairytale towns in the Alsace
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What is Easter?

Easter is the most important Christian festival.

It's when Christians celebrate the resurrection 
of Jesus Christ.

The date of Easter Sunday varies from year to year. 

It is celebrated on the first Sunday after the full moon, 
on or after 21 March.

In 2021 Easter Sunday is on 4th April. 

Easter has lots of symbols, and one of them is an egg.
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Why Egg?

An egg is a symbol of new life. For Christians, Easter 
eggs are used as a symbol for the resurrection of 
Jesus.

Initially, eating eggs was not allowed by church 
leaders during the week leading up to Easter (known 
as Holy Week).

So any eggs laid that week were saved and 
decorated to make them Holy Week eggs given to 
children as gifts.

Traditionally, hard-boiled eggs were decorated by 
hand. 

But nowadays, most Easter eggs are made from 
chocolate and covered in coloured foil. 
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Easter tree and bunny

Under German influence, Alsace developed certain 
Easter traditions that are not found anywhere else 
in France. 

It is customary, for example, for Alsatians to 
decorate their homes when Easter approaches:

hand-painted eggs and Easter decorations shaped 
as rabbits or chicks are hung around the house.

Children can also make an Easter nest with twigs, 
moss and leaves in which the Easter bunny can lay 
eggs.
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Did you know that in Alsace, rabbits lay eggs?

In most French regions, bells bring the Easter eggs 
back from Rome, but not in Alsace. 

In Alsace, this is a rabbit’s duty. 

For Easter, Alsatian children receive chocolate 
bunnies. The rabbit once symbolised fertility and 
renewal (like spring)
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Easter tree and bunny

The origin of this tradition comes from a German legend in 
which a woman hid decorated eggs in small nests for her 
children in the garden. 

When the children went into the garden, they saw a rabbit 
near the nest where the eggs were, and they thought it had 
laid the eggs.
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Easter Culinary Traditions

Easter traditions in Alsace also have something 
to delight gourmets. 

Several traditional recipes are indeed prepared 
during the Easter holidays. 

For Sunday lunch, it’s customary to serve 
Alsatian Easter Pâté as a starter.

This Pâté is made from meat, puff pastry and
boiled eggs. (Paschal symbol)
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Easter Culinary Traditions

After they usually enjoy leg of lamb with flageolets (green beans) and fine 
French beans. 
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Lamala: Paschal lamb

The other Alsatian speciality for Easter is Lamala or Lammele (according to the 
region of Alsace, which means: Lamb). 

This is a paschal lamb-shaped biscuit sprinkled with icing sugar. 

Symbol of purity and innocence, it is believed to bring good luck. 

These egg-rich biscuits mark the end of Lent. Pastry chefs bake them in 
terracotta moulds and often decorate them with a small ribbon, either in the 
colour of Alsace (red and white) or in the colour of their city. 
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